Abstract Kappa is a one-parameter estimator of the spectral amplitude decay with frequency of a seismogram. Low values (∼5 ms) indicate limited attenuation of highfrequency energy whereas higher values (∼40 ms) indicate high-frequency energy has been removed. Kappa is often assumed to be a site term and used in seismic designs. We address two key questions about kappa: (1) how to identify source, path, and site contributions to kappa; and (2) can kappa estimates from smaller earthquakes, and more readily accessible weak-motion recordings, be reasonably extrapolated to estimate kappa of larger earthquakes? The use of small earthquakes (M L < 1) presents many challenges and requires new approaches. We develop estimates of kappa for seismograms from 1137 small earthquakes recorded by the ANZA seismic network in southern California, and compare these to results from the stronger recorded shaking generated by 43 M L > 3:5 earthquakes inside the network. We find kappa from small earthquakes predicts the relative values of kappa for larger earthquakes (e.g., measurements at stations PFO and KNW are small compared with those at stations TRO and SND). For the SND and TRO data, however, kappa values from small earthquakes overpredict those from moderate and large earthquakes. Site effects are the most important contributor to kappa estimates, but the scatter within kappa measurements at a given station is likely caused by a significant contribution from near the source, perhaps related to near-source scattering. Because of this source-side variability, care is recommended in using individual small events as Green's functions to study source-time effects of moderate and large events.
Introduction
How seismic energy from an earthquake source attenuates as seismic waves travel from the source to the recording station has been studied for decades (e.g. Press, 1964; Anderson, 1986; Abercrombie, 1995; Aki and Richards, 2002; Anderson, 2007) . Key in understanding this process is having access to large datasets rich in earthquakes from essentially the same location with similar magnitudes and comparable recordings. Given this, uncertainties in parameter measurements and potential causes for the deviations in the measurements can be established. Over the last decade, the density, footprint, and capability of seismic networks have greatly increased (e.g., Tikoff et al., 2006) allowing small earthquakes (M L < 1) to be routinely identified and cataloged. Because of these advancements, small quakes are now routinely used to infer the behavior of larger quakes in the same region, which may be particularly useful in regions where strong-motion data of even M 3.5 earthquakes are not available. In this work, we explore the appropriateness of these extrapolations using the parameter kappa, which is a single-parameter estimate of the decay of seismic spectral amplitudes with frequency (Anderson and Hough, 1984) .
We quantify properties of earthquake spectra, and the associated uncertainties of these properties, using a dataset of 1180 earthquakes that locate within 40 km of the centroid of the ANZA Seismic Network in southern California (Fig. 1 ). Comparing kappa estimates from a suite of small earthquakes (0:5 < M L < 1) with kappa estimates from larger earthquakes (M L > 3:5, including two M L 5 events), we are able to evaluate how well each suite can predict the other. Specifically, our goals include: (1) assessing how reliably kappa measurements from small magnitude earthquakes (0:5 < M L < 1:0) predict those from large magnitude earthquakes (M L > 3:5); (2) determining the influence of source and site characteristics on the shape of the seismic spectrum and the interplay between kappa and source, station, and path effects; and (3) quantifying uncertainties in our measurements.
ANZA Seismic Network Data
The ANZA seismic network (see the Data and Resources section) includes high-quality weak-and strong-motion seismometers comprising an array spanning the San Jacinto Fault Zone (SJFZ) in southern California (see Fig. 1 ) (Berger et al., 1984; Vernon, 1989) . This network is situated in a stable granitic terrain within a desert climate, and the tectonic environment near the ANZA network tends toward transpression (e.g., Sanders and Kanamori, 1984) . This network has been operational over the past ∼28 years (see Tables 1 and 2 for information about ANZA station locations and site conditions) and is currently capable of recording local earthquakes at or above magnitude ∼0:5 on scale and above the noise level. The ANZA catalog contains ∼9200 earthquakes within 40 km of the network centroid (33.52 N, 116.50 W) that were recorded with high sample rates (≥ 100 sps) by at least four stations. These near-field data have a completeness level of M ∼1:6 over all years of recording, and here we use data from 1985 to 2006.
The ANZA earthquake catalog contains two clusters of seismicity useful for exploring the near-source and near-site contributions to kappa (Hot Springs and Toro Peak clusters). Of the two clusters, the Hot Springs cluster of 841 small earthquakes (upper left box in Fig. 1 ) has the larger footprint, spanning ∼10 km by 10 km, and the rate of seismicity within this cluster is relatively constant. The Toro Peak cluster (lower right box in Fig. 1 ) is constrained to a smaller mapped area of approximately 5 km by 5 km and a depth span of ∼10 km. The average 3D distance between earthquakes in this cluster is 2.6 km. These data include 296 earthquakes, of which 181 occurred within the 2-week period following the 31 October 2001 M L 5.1 Anza earthquake and are likely aftershocks of that event.
By examining small earthquakes in these limited geographic areas, the differences in path effects among earthquakes are reduced, allowing us to more confidently distinguish site and source-side contributions to kappa. We compare the kappa estimates from these small earthquakes with those from a set of 41 earthquakes over magnitude 3.5 in our study region, and to two M L > 5 earthquakes, which produced the strongest recorded ground motions. We require all data to have an analyst picked S-wave arrival at a minimum of four stations, a well-defined network magnitude, and a sample rate of 100 sps or greater. The parameter kappa describes the asymptotic highfrequency slope of the spectra of a seismogram. Low values of kappa correspond to seismograms with a lot of highfrequency energy, whereas high values of kappa correspond to seismograms with a minimal amount of high-frequency energy. Typically, the lower the kappa value the higher the expected ground motion (Mena et al., 2010) . There are several ways to measure kappa (Table 3 , Fig. 2 ). In the original definition given by Anderson and Hough (1984) , kappa is estimated from the linear range of the acceleration spectral amplitude decay where it is above a noise floor. This approach assumes the corner frequency is far enough below the measurement window that the effect of corner-frequency rolloff can be neglected. Anderson and Humphrey (1991) extended the kappa estimation method to smaller magnitude earthquakes by interpreting kappa as the slope of the residual after subtracting a known spectral shape such as that predicted by the Brune (1970) omega-squared model (Fig. 2a) .
For strong-motion engineering applications a problem arises in estimating kappa if the available seismicity is limited to earthquakes below M L ∼3:5. In this magnitude range separating corner-frequency effects from kappa effects on the spectral shape is difficult (Hanks, 1982; Anderson and Humphrey, 1991) . To get around this problem, an alternate kappa estimation method for small earthquakes was developed at the University of Nevada at Reno (Biasi and Smith, 2001) using the low-frequency asymptote of the displacement spectra (Fig. 2c ). This method, most applicable for M L < 1:0 earthquakes, relies on the assumption that stress drops for the smallest earthquakes are similar to those of larger earthquakes (Abercrombie, 1995; Shaw, 2009) , and, as a result, have corner frequencies that are high relative to a frequency The metamorphic rock primarily consists of layered gneiss. The station is located several meters from the metamorphic-tonalite contact.
The surface boundary of the pluton appears to be 1 km to the northeast. The nearest sediments are > 1 km distant. The station is located on top of a small mountain that rises 400 m above the surrounding land. Red Mtn. is part of northwest trending ridge which extends 10 km from the 1735-m Cahuilla Mtn. SND Decomposed tonalite of the Cahuilla Valley pluton. The nearest sediments are in a small shallow alluvial valley ∼50 m away. The nearest metamorphic outcrops are ∼100 m away. This station is located in the trifurcation area of the San Jacinto fault zone and is ∼100 m from the surface trace of the Clark fault. The station is located on the north end of Table Mtn . The station overlooks the slope down to Hamilton Creek and Burnt Valley, which are 30 m lower than the station. TRO Quartz diorite-granodiorite, located in the middle of the Santa Rosa Pluton. The nearest boundary of the pluton is > 5 km away. There are no nearby sediments. The nearest metamorphic outcrops are ∼1 km distant. The station is at the top of a 2657 m peak that is part of an elongated ridge with a northwest major axis. The elevation drops to 1700 m ∼5 km north and ∼5 km south of the station. WMC Alluvium and sediment that are about 60 m thick. The site is ∼30 m north of a metamorphic outcrop. There are no plutonic outcrops within 2 km. The site is 3 km from the surface trace of the Clark fault. The topography is gently sloping to the south with no relief. The nearest topographic feature is Thomas Mtn. 4 km to the north.
*Information primarily from Vernon, 1989 and Anderson, 1991. † Ordering the stations from those on hard rock to those on non-hard rock yields: KNW, LVA2, FRD, RDM, TRO, PFO, CRY, BZN, WMC, and SND.
window in which kappa may be estimated. Under these conditions, the slope of the displacement spectrum in the measurement window is proportional to kappa. We can use an analogous computation to estimate kappa from the asymptotically flat portion of acceleration spectra above the corner frequency (Fig. 2b ). This estimate, applicable to M >3:5 earthquakes, is effectively the estimate of Anderson and Hough (1984) .
To explore potential corner-frequency effects, we also estimate kappa using a fixed stress drop (e.g., Abercrombie, 1995) . Generally, the moment of small earthquakes is reasonably constrained by the spectrum, so fixing the stress drop will constrain the corner frequency of an event allowing a hypothetical assessment of kappa to be calculated. For consistency with a companion study that uses data from southern Nevada (Biasi and Anderson, 2007) , we use 4.7 MPa for our constrained stress-drop calculations.
To differentiate between the different kappa measurements we use the terms displacement-kappa, accelerationkappa, AH-kappa, and fixed-kappa to refer to kappa measured from the low-frequency slope of the displacement spectra, the high-frequency slope of the acceleration spectra, the residual slope to an omega-squared spectrum, and kappa determined assuming a fixed stress-drop value, respectively Original kappa Linear, least-squares fit to the acceleration spectrum, f N > f > f E , where f E is slightly above the corner frequency and f N is the noise floor. Original kappa is primarily used for larger earthquakes (e.g., M ≥ 5:0). (1984) AH-kappa Attempt to extend measurements to include earthquakes where the corner frequency affects kappa. Assume the spectral shape in Equation 1, and interpret the slope of the difference as kappa. Numerically one solves for M 0 , f 0 , and the kappa that minimizes the RMS misfit. Anderson and Humphrey (1991) Displacement-kappa Assume the low-frequency displacement spectrum is flat below the corner frequency f 0 , and that any slope is due to kappa. Measure the slope of the displacement spectrum for f ≪ f0. For small enough earthquakes the frequency range can match that used in the original kappa method and be applied to larger earthquakes. Biasi and Smith (2001) Acceleration-kappa Measure the slope of the acceleration spectrum for frequencies well above f 0 . This method is the same as the original kappa method, except it can be applied to smaller magnitude earthquakes (M ∼3:5-5) and typically uses data in the frequency band 5-25 Hz. Figure 2. Cartoon spectra depicting different measurements of kappa. Each cartoon includes a reference κ 0 line (labeled thin line), the sample data for κ 35 ms (light line), the measurement window length (thick bar), the spectral fit within the measurement window (red line), and the spectra of the model (dashed line). (a) AH-kappa derived from the residual slope to an omega-squared spectrum. This method is appropriate for small to moderate earthquakes (M L ≳ 3:5) where the corner frequency is within the measurement window. (b) Accelerationslope kappa derived from acceleration spectra. This kappa estimate assumes that any slope in the spectra is caused by kappa (e.g., Anderson and Hough, 1984) and requires the corner frequency to be sufficiently smaller than the lower bound of the measurement window. This approximation is suitable for the data of most earthquakes of M L > 3:5. (c) Displacement-slope kappa derived from the low-frequency asymptote of the displacement spectra. This method is appropriate for small earthquake data (M L < 1) and assumes the low-frequency displacement spectrum is flat below the corner frequency. The difference in slope between the model and fit lines results from an overestimate of kappa that is a consequence of the synthetic data having a corner frequency of 50 Hz whereas the model assumes the corner frequency is infinite. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition. (Anderson and Hough, 1984; Anderson and Humphries, 1991; Biasi and Smith, 2001 ). AH-kappa measurements are more appropriate for moderate magnitude earthquakes (M L > 3:5) when the corner frequency is relatively low, and displacement-kappa measurements are more appropriate for small magnitude earthquakes (M L < 1:0) that have higher corner frequencies. We emphasize that each of our kappa estimates are derived relative to an assumed model spectral shape. From source theory we have confidence that the low-frequency displacement-spectrum should be flat. This is in contrast to our lower confidence in the high-frequency fall-off rate of the acceleration spectra. In this study, any source-side variability in the rate of the high-frequency fall-off of the acceleration spectra is mapped into variability in the kappa parameter (both AH-kappa and acceleration-kappa). By quantifying deviations in kappa values for suites of similar earthquakes, we can gain a more complete understanding of what causes these deviations (i.e., from source, path, and site influences, or some combination of these factors). Figure 3 shows examples of seismograms and spectra for low and high values of AH-kappa. This example uses data from an earthquake in the Toro Peak cluster of seismicity (lower rectangle in Fig. 1 ). Qualitatively examining the seismograms recorded at stations KNW and SND, it is clear that the strong high-frequency energy in the KNW recording is absent in the SND recording (Fig. 3a,b) . The spectra of these recordings confirm these observations (Fig. 3c,d ) with AH-kappa measurements of 6.6 ms for the KNW data and 49 ms for the SND recording. Importantly, this example shows a greater abundance of high-frequency energy at the more distant KNW station, which is counter to what is expected.
Anderson and Hough
Data Processing: Automated Determination of Corner Frequency, Kappa, Seismic Moment, and Stress Drop
For each seismogram in our dataset, we compute the seismic spectra and then establish a best-fit model spectrum to the data. In our model, the unknowns we solve for include seismic moment (M 0 ), corner frequency (f 0 ), and kappa (κ). Mathematically, we start with the seismic spectrum equation
where γ represents the data type, with γ 0, 1, or 2 for displacement, velocity, or acceleration spectra, respectively. Here, Φ is the average radiation pattern (0.85), β is the shear wave velocity at the source (3:5 km=s), r is the hypocentral distance (km), f is frequency in the spectrum, and α controls the rolloff of the spectrum above the corner frequency. The 1=r term in the first bracket represents geometric spreading of body waves (Aki and Richards, 2002) . We assume that α 2, corresponding to the Brune (1970 Brune ( , 1971 ) spectral model. For f ≫ f 0 , kappa controls the spectral slope and can be measured with the definition used by Anderson and Hough (1984) . Taking the natural logarithm of both sides of equation (1), and using a least-squares fit to a discretized version of the spectrum, we estimate model parameters from
where A 0 represents the elements in the first brackets of equation (1). If the corner frequency f 0 is known (or assumed), equation (2) becomes linear in M 0 and κ. The resulting squared error of the fit is
where Af is the S-wave spectrum from the data and NF is the number of frequency bins in the spectrum. The Anderson and Humphrey (1991) method involves calculating E 2 for a wide range of trial f 0 values and assigning κ, f 0 , and M 0 to values that minimize the misfit. After establishing M 0 , we can compute stress drop by assuming a circular fault of radius R (Eshelby, 1957; Brune, 1970 Brune, , 1971 :
We approximate R from (Brune, 1970 (Brune, , 1971 Beresnev, 2001 )
To assure a minimum in the misfit function can be identified, if it exists, it is important to explore a wide range of cornerfrequency and kappa values. If no clear minimum is found, kappa is trading off with corner frequency and neither is uniquely resolved. Consequently, there can be a wide range of acceptable corner frequencies and the confidence bounds (i. e., 75% or 95% confidence) of kappa and corner-frequency ranges are not independent. Because of these issues we can gain some insight by computing kappa after first assuming a fixed stress-drop value. For a displacement spectrum γ 0 and equation (1) 
becomes
Rearranging the terms, equation (6) can be rewritten as
For small earthquakes, when the corner frequency f 0 is sufficiently high compared to the upper frequency of the displacement-kappa estimation window, the last term in equation (7) can be neglected and the least-square fit equation simplifies to
We use equation (8) to compute displacement-slope kappa. Equation (8) applies as long as f 0 does not scale with earthquake magnitude (i.e., smaller f 0 for smaller earthquakes), which should be the case if stress drops for small earthquakes are similar to those for larger earthquakes (Abercrombie, 1995; Shearer et al., 2006; Shaw, 2009) . We also use equation (8) to compute acceleration-slope kappa from acceleration spectra of larger earthquakes (M >3:5).
For each seismogram we determine the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and assess the quality of fit between the seismogram and our model. We use the signal just prior to the P-wave arrival to estimate the noise spectrum (Fig. 3) . For the range of frequencies used to fit kappa, moment, and corner frequency (e.g., 0:5 < f i < 35, f i1 f i Δf, and Δf 0:01 Hz) we compute the percentage of frequencies that are above an SNR threshold value (SNRpct). For our tests we require the SNR be above 5 for 75% of the frequency fitting windows, which we denote as SNRpct > 0:75. In practice the SNR comes into play only for the smallest earthquakes.
We use the software suite kappaAH that we wrote for use with the MATLAB software and the Antelope Real Time System (ARTS) database extensions to automatically process the data (see the Data and Resources section). In this work, we use a 5-s waveform window beginning 1 s before the S-wave arrival time pick. We apply this fixed length 5-s window to all data to emphasize direct S-wave energy in the spectral estimates. For each seismogram we use a multitaper method to compute the seismic spectrum (Vernon, 1989) . Our automated program also checks that the seismograms we examine do not overprint with previous or future seismograms that occur very close together in space and time, which would result in distortion of both waveforms. We test a range of trial corner frequencies and identify the one that minimizes the squared error fit of the data spectrum to a model spectrum. When multiple stations record data from the same earthquake we catalog the parameter values spectrum by spectrum (i.e., we do not require these values to be consistent across all stations). This process allows us to assess both the variability in values across stations for a given earthquake and also the range of values from a specific station for a suite of earthquakes. For each trial corner frequency, we solve for seismic moment and kappa, and in turn stress drop. Estimates of confidence ranges (75% and 95%) are computed for AHkappa, displacement-kappa, acceleration-kappa, fixed-kappa and corner frequency. Displacement-kappa is computed for small magnitude earthquakes and AH-kappa for larger earthquakes (M L > 3:5). We also compute fixed-kappa values for all data and acceleration-kappa for the earthquakes with M L > 3:5.
Sample Output from the KappaAH Software Suite
For each seismogram we process, we automatically generate summary figures, which include the original time series, the frequency spectra of the data (original signal, instrument corrected, best fitting model, and noise), and the SNR. Most features are configurable by the user, including the length and starting point of the time series, the spectral estimation method, prefiltering, the spectral range to fit, restrictions on SNR for quality estimation, and display in log or linear frequency. Instrument correction is also selectable. All parameters are configured in advance and applied to every seismogram in a batch calculation. The parameters can be easily changed and the batch calculation rerun to test parameter sensitivity.
From the summary figures one can determine if there is a strong minimum in the trade off among parameters near the trial corner frequency that best fits the seismic spectrum (Fig. 4) . These graphical views provide a quick quality check of the data. Although not shown in Figure 4 , a text box including the final parameter values and their uncertainties is listed at the bottom of each summary figure, along with the input values used in the computations.
Results
Small Earthquakes: Site, Distance, and Near-Source Effects on Displacement-Kappa Measurements It is well known that attenuation removes high frequencies more effectively than low frequencies (Aki and Richards, 2002) . Therefore, if there is a significant path attenuation contribution to kappa estimates, kappa should be higher for longer source-station separations. To test this hypothesis we first use small earthquakes (0:5 < M L < 1:0) in the Hot Springs cluster of seismicity, restricting our measurements to horizontal component seismograms with SNRpct > 0:75 recorded at stations KNW, PFO, SND, and TRO. The source-station distances for these data range from ∼15 km (KNW) to ∼35 km (TRO), and the site conditions at these stations differ substantially (Table 2) . Figure 5a ,b shows that the displacement-kappa results separate into distinct fields according to the recording stations. Seismograms recorded at station PFO generally have a substantial ringing that persists throughout the duration of the wave train, which results in a relatively long and high amplitude P-wave coda (Vernon et al., 1991) . In contrast, the seismograms recorded at station KNW have a prevalence of high-frequency energy and relatively short coda duration. Distinctly different from the PFO and KNW data, recordings at stations SND and TRO tend to have minimal highfrequency energy. From these qualitative observations we expect displacement-kappa values at stations SND and TRO to be relatively high and displacement-kappa values at stations KNW and PFO to be relatively low. Indeed, quantitative tests confirm these estimates (Table 4 , Fig. 5a,b) . Similar results are found when we analyze small magnitude earthquakes in the Toro Peak cluster of seismicity (Fig. 5c,d) with seismograms recorded at stations KNW and PFO having the lowest values of displacement-kappa (< 25 ms), significantly less than the displacement-kappa computed with the data from stations SND and TRO (> 50 ms). These clear ∼25-55 ms differences are seen for both the Toro Peak cluster and the Hot Springs cluster, which have different sourcereceiver distances (see Fig. 5a ,c and Table 4 ). The similarity of the mean displacement-kappa estimates for both clusters of seismicity suggests that the most important factor in displacement-kappa estimates is the site contribution (Table 4) , which is consistent with the findings of past studies (e.g., .
To verify that mean displacement-kappa estimates best correlate with site conditions, we systematically rule out other factors. We do not expect that large differences in mean kappa estimates are related to magnitude variations because the range of magnitudes is very narrow (0:5 < M L < 1:0). We can also rule out distance as being the primary cause because while displacement-kappa appears to increase with distance for SND and TRO, it is unchanged for KNW and decreases for PFO (see Fig. 5e,f) . If the cause of these large differences was a near-source scattering effect, we would expect the displacement-kappa measurements from the two clusters (Hot Springs and Toro Peak) to have different distributions, but that is not observed. After ruling out magnitude, distance, and near-source effects, we conclude that the site effect is the most important contributor to the absolute value of displacement-kappa.
To judge the contributions to our measurements from deviations in earthquake sources and near-source scattering, we use the high density of small magnitude (0:5 < M L < 1) earthquakes within the spatially small region of the Toro Peak cluster (see Fig. 1 ). From these data, we investigate the scatter in displacement-kappa measurements and assume that any deviations are attributed to deviations in earthquake focal mechanisms, peculiarities of the near-source path (e.g., through highly shattered material), and/or the heterogeneity of the host material near the source.
Displacement-kappa measurements at our four key stations (KNW, PFO, SND, and TRO) show a very small standard error of the mean (< 2 ms), but the absolute values show a significant amount of scatter (> 10 ms) (see Fig. 5 ). This suggests the mean value of the population is very well resolved (i.e., to within 2 ms) and highlights the importance of using a substantial amount of data to establish baseline displacement-kappa properties. Because the site and path contributions to these measurements at a given station are nearly identical, we interpret the scatter in displacementkappa values to represent near-source influences.
We next compare the displacement-kappa results with the fixed-kappa results (see Table 4 and Fig. 6 ). We find minimal differences in the results from the data recorded at station KNW. For the PFO data, the differences are sometimes small (i.e., Hot Springs cluster data) and sometimes large (i.e., Toro Peak cluster data). At stations SND and TRO, the fixed-kappa results are generally ∼11 ms smaller than the displacement-kappa results. In all cases the standard error of the mean is smaller in the fixed-kappa results than in the displacement-kappa results, suggesting that fixing the stress drop stabilizes the method.
Overall, our results from small magnitude data suggest that site effects are the dominant influence of the absolute displacement-kappa values. Our results also suggest that the scatter observed in displacement-kappa at a given station is strongly dependent on source properties or source-side scattering.
AH-Kappa Results from Moderate Earthquakes (M L > 3:5)
One difficulty we face is that AH-kappa measurements are best applied to earthquakes above magnitude 3.5 and the displacement-kappa measurements are best applied to earthquakes below magnitude 1.0. Elimination of earthquakes in the magnitude range 1.0-3.5 drastically reduces the number of earthquakes in a standard catalog. Fortunately, in our dataset we have a substantial number (>1000) of earthquakes below magnitude 1.0 and 41 earthquakes above magnitude 3.5. These 41 large/moderate earthquakes include 776 horizontal component seismograms, which were recorded at 13 ANZA network stations.
The AH-kappa measurements from these larger earthquakes (Fig. 6, Table 5 ) mimic the general results from our displacement-kappa measurement from the smaller magnitude data. For example, the AH-kappa measurements from Table 4 for additional summary information. The tighter clustering observed when the stress drop is fixed suggests that variable corner frequency or numerical instability (kappa-corner trade-off) is responsible for most of the variability. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
the data recorded at stations KNW and PFO have relatively low AH-kappa values (i.e., ∼23-33 ms), whereas the data recorded at stations SND and TRO have relatively high AH-kappa values (i.e., ∼40-50 ms). From these data we also find no strong evidence that AH-kappa values scale linearly with distance within our short ∼40 km source-station range, which is qualitatively consistent with the near-field results of Anderson (1991) . Tables 6 and 7 . We do not attempt to quantify standard errors, because our dataset contains only two earthquakes.
Examination of Two Earthquakes over Magnitude
There are five stations (CRY, LVA2, MONP, RDM, and SOL) with sufficient data to compare AH-kappa values from the 2001 and 2005 earthquakes. Of these, only AH-kappa measurements from station MONP are similar to within a few milliseconds for both the north-south and east-west components. At the other stations, differences between AHkappa estimates from the 2001 and 2005 recordings are as high as ∼8-17 ms for at least one of the two horizontal components. Relatively large differences are also found when comparing the two horizontal component AH-kappa values for the data recorded at a given station for a given individual earthquake. These differences range up to 14 ms, with even larger differences found from the data at station CRY (∼23 ms, consistently logging lower AH-kappa values on the east-west component than those on the north-south component).
Our primary findings from the data recordings of these two large earthquakes show that, consistent with our displacement-kappa findings from small earthquakes, AHkappa measurements at stations KNW and PFO are relatively low (< 15 ms) compared with higher (> 30 ms) measurements at station TRO and SND. In addition, the relatively large variability in AH-kappa results for the different component (i.e., north-south versus east-west) recordings of a given earthquake-site pair, and a similar mismatch between the results from the 2001 and 2005 earthquakes, indicates a single measurement from a single earthquake might not be representative of the median results from a large population of estimates.
Comparing Displacement-Kappa Measurements from Small Earthquakes to AH-Kappa from Large Earthquakes
In some regions, such as Yucca Mountain, Nevada, seismic hazard analyses (or strong-motion kappa estimates) infer what might occur in large earthquakes using data from small earthquakes because these are the only available data (Biasi and Anderson, 2007) . However, is it reasonable to assume that we can estimate kappa parameters for use in strongmotion engineering based only on information from small earthquakes? To address this question, we use the ANZA network data to determine if displacement-kappa measurements derived from seismograms of small earthquakes (M L < 1) can reliably estimate AH-kappa values from larger earthquakes in the same region (i.e., the 41 M L > 3:5 earthquakes and two M L > 5 earthquakes).
We compare kappa estimates at stations KNW, PFO, SND, and TRO for the three magnitude groups considered, where we limit the M L < 1 earthquakes to the Toro Peak cluster data only (Fig. 6) . At stations SND and TRO the small magnitude displacement-kappa measurements range from ∼50 to 69 ms, but for the larger earthquakes the AH-kappa measurements range from ∼36 to 43 ms. For stations KNW and PFO, however, displacement-kappa and AH-kappa measurements are similar-at ∼9-25 ms and ∼10-20 ms, respectively. To summarize, we find that displacement-kappa measurements from small magnitude earthquakes predict the relative AH-kappa measurements from large magnitude earthquakes (see Tables 4, 5 , 6, and 7), but small magnitude displacement-kappa measurements from the SND and TRO data can overestimate absolute values of AH-kappa for large magnitude earthquakes.
Agreement between Our Results and Previous Results that Use ANZA Data
We next compare our results with those from similar work that also study ANZA seismic network data. used the Anderson and Hough (1984) definition of kappa, designated as kappa(0). They assessed kappa(0) from S-wave data using 68 earthquakes (magnitude ranges from 1.7 to 4.4) that extend to hypocentral distances of 200 km. Of these, only 20 earthquakes are within the footprint of the ANZA network. Because of the sparse data, had to rely on a linear regression technique to arrive at near-source kappa(0) estimates. They conclude that kappa(0) is primarily a near-station site effect, and changes in kappa(0) with distance are caused by attenuation along the path from source to receiver.
Similarities between the study of and this study include relatively low kappa(0) values at stations KNW (0:3 7 ms) and PFO (3:5 6 ms) in comparison with those from the data at station SND (18:1 13 ms). The most striking difference between our results and the kappa(0) findings by is in kappa estimates derived from the data recorded at station TRO. report a kappa(0) value of 2.5 ms, which is significantly less than our AH-kappa values of ∼34-37 ms (2001 M L 5.1 and M L 3:5 events) and displacement-kappa values of ∼50-64 ms (0:5 < M L < 1 events). A possible reason for these ∼31-62 ms differences is, as mentioned earlier, that the corner frequency of the data from earthquakes in the ∼1-3:5 magnitude range likely falls within the passband where kappa is being measured. This typically reduces the Anderson and Hough (1984) kappa values, which is consistent with the lower kappa(0) values found by Hough and coauthors. The problem with this explanation is that such differences are not found at all stations, indicating that these problems might contribute to the variations but cannot be solely responsible.
We favor an alternative hypothesis where the cause of the large differences between results stems from our TRO data being rich in earthquakes with short source-station paths (distances < 12 km, primarily aftershocks of the 2001 and 2005 M L 5 main shocks), whereas the TRO data available to were restricted to much longer paths (distances 50-150 km). Because TRO is the only station in the study that lacks near-field recordings, this also explains why a mismatch is found only in the TRO data. We propose the extrapolation method required for the TRO data in the Hough study is the cause of the differing results. If this is correct, it indicates that the relationship between kappa and distance is not linear. There are additional studies that examine the spectra of the data recorded by the ANZA network that focus on determining the parameter T , which, if Q is assumed to be frequency independent, is proportional to kappa. In general, these studies site low T values at stations KNW and PFO (Frankel and Wennerberg, 1989; Fletcher et al. 1990 ) and higher T values at station SND (Frankel and Wennerberg, 1989) , which is consistent with our displacement-kappa and AH-kappa results.
Discussion
Many, but not all, previous studies identify site-specific properties as primary contributors to the shape of the seismic spectra (e.g., Al-Shukri et al., 1995; Vernon et al., 1998; Prieto et al., 2007; Fernadez et al. 2010) . Our results support these findings, but with an important caveat. Indeed, we expect that low kappa values at stations KNW and PFO likely result from relatively pristine near-surface conditions at these stations in comparison with those at station SND, which is directly within the San Jacinto fault zone, and station TRO, which is on an elongated ridge on top of a ∼2700-meter peak. However, while we conclude that site-specific properties are the most important contributor to the mean kappa value for each station, we also suggest that near-source properties control the scatter from that mean. This is motivated by the observation that at a given station, there is substantial variability in individual displacement-kappa measurements from the tight Toro Peak cluster data (see Fig. 5 ). The close proximity of these earthquakes makes their source-station paths similar, and we assume that site effects do not vary significantly with small changes in the angle of incidence near the station. Bolstering this hypothesis, the focal mechanisms of earthquakes in this source region are known to be highly heterogeneous (Jacobs et al., 2008; Bailey et al., 2010) . Similar results concluding source-side properties likely influence spectra have been found from data in Guerrero, Mexico (Purvance and Anderson, 2003) , Lotung, Taiwan (Tsai and Chen, 2000) , and Canada (Atkinson, 1996) .
Of all the data we consider, none suggest a strong systematic linear increase in kappa with source-station distance within the ∼40 km epicentral range of our data. Table 5 Results* from the 41 Large Earthquakes (3:5 < M L < 5:0) that Occurred within 40 km of the Network Centroid (see the map in Fig. 1) This indicates that for many paths, the attenuation contribution to kappa can be very small, implying that the original model of kappa necessarily increasing linearly with distance does not apply for all data. In other recent studies, a nonlinear relationship between kappa and distance suggests that for some data, kappa increases with distance over short ranges (out to ∼40-70 km) then remains relatively constant, or in some cases decreases (e.g., Fernandez et al., 2010) . One interpretation of this nonlinear behavior is that longer sourcestation ray paths traverse different values of Q in the lower crust (e.g., Castro et al., 2009 ). In the data recorded at stations SND and TRO, the absolute displacement-kappa measurements (50-68 ms) from small magnitude events (0:5 < M L < 1:0) tend to overpredict the absolute AH-kappa values (34-43 ms) from large events (M L > 3:5) by ∼16-25 ms. Distinctly different from this, we find comparable values in displacement-kappa and AH-kappa values in the data from stations PFO and KNW. If we only had access to the SND and TRO data, we might conclude that the smaller magnitude events systematically have lower stress drops than the larger magnitude events, but the data from KNW and PFO prove this is not the case. Instead, our interpretation of these findings is that for seismic recordings at relatively pristine sites, the high-frequency energy initiating from the earthquake source is preserved at the recording station. On the other hand, if a large portion of the travel path between the earthquake source and the recording station is highly brecciated fault zones, and more importantly, if the site conditions have minimal competence (e.g., a large amount of fault gouge, local scatterers, fracturing, shallow low velocity zones) as is likely the case for the data recorded at station SND, then the source-generated high frequencies are more attenuated. In general these differences result in higher kappa values at stations SND and TRO. We also suggest that site effects at stations SND and TRO might modulate the spectra or moment estimates of small and large earthquakes differently, and it is these variations that explain the differences between large-and small-earthquake kappa values at these stations. Recent studies have shown that nonlinear site effects could occur during moderate-size (e. g., M 4-5) earthquakes if peak ground accelerations are on the order of a few tens of gals (Wu et al., 2010; Rubinstein, 2011) .
Similar to previous studies, our results highlight the need for more than a single station to adequately predict ground motions within an extended region (Baltay et al., The overestimates of M 0 and M w for the TRO data likely result because of the small separation between the source and recording station (Delouis et al., 2009) . ‡ Because stress drop scales with the cube of the corner frequency, uncertainties in these large stress drops are higher than the uncertainties in small stress drops. 2010). Within the context of seismic hazards, regions with lower kappa values are expected to produce larger ground motions than regions with higher kappa values. More quantitatively, kappa can be mapped to the Arias Intensity, a seismic hazard parameter that measures the potential destructiveness of an earthquake at a particular location (Stafford et al., 2009) . The larger the Arias Intensity the higher the potential for destruction. Notably, kappa is not expected to scale linearly with Arias Intensity, such that a kappa increase from 0.01 to 0.1 corresponds to a decrease in the Arias Intensity by a factor of ∼8 (Mena et al., 2010) . A nonlinear dependence also exists between kappa and the peak ground acceleration (PGA), showing that an order of magnitude increase in kappa (0.01 to 0.1) corresponds to a decrease in PGA by a factor of ∼3 (Mena et al., 2010) . Of course in practice other factors such as nonlinear site effects and/or basin-depth influences might alter these correlations (Field and Peterson, 2000; Wu et al., 2010; Rubinstein, 2011) , but the primary nonlinear scaling relationship is expected to remain robust.
In this study, we explore differences in the fixed stressdrop and non-fixed stress-drop results to evaluate potential unresolved trade-offs between moment, corner frequency, and kappa. The theory that the range of stress drops is similar for earthquakes of all magnitudes is controversial. Some studies support the idea (Allmann and Shearer, 2009; Baltay et al., 2010) , whereas other studies dispute it (Mayeda and Walter 1996; Mayeda et al., 2005) . Specific to the southern California region, Shearer et al. (2006) studied over 60,000 earthquakes (1:5 < M L < 3:1) and found no dependence between Brune-type stress drops and seismic moment, suggesting that the fixed stress drop model is a valid tool with which to explore kappa variations. The Shearer et al. (2006) work also indicates that along the SJFZ system the stress drops of small earthquakes (M L 1.5-3.1) range from ∼1:0 MPa to 2.5 MPa. This deviation in stress drop corresponds to 10 Hz variations in corner frequencies. The lower range in this variation could map into variable displacementkappa values because of corner-frequency effects introduced at the upper end of the measurement window. We therefore cannot rule out that low or variable stress drops contribute to the scatter in displacement-kappa values.
In a large portion of our small magnitude data the minimum value in the corner-frequency trade-off curve solution is poorly resolved. This, combined with the ∼10-13 ms difference between the fixed-kappa and the displacement-kappa results at stations TRO and SND, could indicate the corner frequencies are in or near the upper edge of the measurement window (f 0 < f max ). However, fixing the stress drop has relatively little effect on results from the KNW and PFO station data, indicating the assumed 4.7 MPa stress drop is reasonable for this region and argues against a systematic occurrence of low stress-drop events in our catalog. So, corner-frequency effects cannot be the only reason for the observed differences. Examining changes between our fixedkappa results and displacement-kappa results, we find smaller changes when displacement-kappa is low and larger changes when displacement-kappa is high. One way to interpret this is that site effects at SND and TRO modulate the spectra in a way to mask the true corner frequency, but site effects at KNW and PFO do not.
The two horizontal component recordings at station CRY exhibit systematic large differences in frequency content (Table 5) , manifesting in ∼10-25 ms lower AH-kappa values for the east-west component data than the north-south component data. These differences are observed at multiple source-station distances and azimuths for both the M 3:5 and M 5 earthquakes and also observed on two different types of sensors (Tables 6, 7) . We therefore conclude there is a substantial nonisotropic site effect at station CRY.
In the now common empirical Green's function (EGF) method the source-time function of a relatively large earthquake is estimated by deconvolving the seismogram of a smaller earthquake that shares a similar path and focal mechanism (e.g., Dreger 1994) . This approach assumes that the spectrum of the smaller earthquake approximates a point source containing primarily information about the path and site. If these assumptions are not correct, the resulting source-time function can be in error (e.g., Velasco et al., 1994; Kilb and Gomberg, 1999; Vallee, 2004; Iglesias and Singh, 2007) . Our study suggests that finding an appropriate EGF could be difficult if the source zone of the larger earthquake is complex or highly heterogeneous. A possible solution to overcome this difficulty is to use an ensemble of EGFs to evaluate the sensitivity of the results to the selection of the EGF (e.g., Allmann and Shearer, 2007) .
Conclusions
We estimate AH-kappa for M L > 3:5 earthquakes and displacement-kappa for M L < 1 earthquakes using highquality seismograms from 1180 local earthquakes that were recorded by the ANZA seismic network in southern California. The largest events we consider are two M L ∼ 5 earthquakes. Our results show:
1. The mean kappa (displacement-kappa or AH-kappa) value of a relatively large population of closely located earthquakes is very well resolved (2 ms), but a substantial amount of data is needed to establish these baseline values (i.e., individual measurements from only a few earthquakes may have considerable variability). We find that these mean values are strongly influenced by nearsite properties. 2. We expect that the scatter in displacement-kappa measurements from a given station is caused by source-side variability (e.g., differences in focal mechanisms and/or heterogeneity of the host material near the source). This was determined by restricting magnitude, site, path, and distance variability using small earthquakes in the geographically limited Hot Springs and Toro Peak clusters of seismicity. 3. The original model of kappa necessarily increasing linearly with distance does not strongly apply to the ANZA network data in this study, which extends out to epicentral distances of ∼40 km. 4. The data from station CRY exhibits a strong nonisotropic site effect, such that the east-west component data has a prevalence of high-frequency energy (lower kappa) and the north-south component data is rich in low-frequency energy (higher kappa). Station CRY is the only ANZA station that consistently exhibits such a strong nonisotropic site behavior. 5. Displacement-kappa measurements from small magnitude earthquakes (0:5 < M L < 1:0) can predict the relative AH-kappa measurements from larger magnitude earthquakes (M L > 3:5). Both populations show that kappa values at stations KNW and PFO are low and kappa values at stations TRO and SND are high. However, the absolute displacement-kappa values at stations TRO and SND appear to be biased upward compared to AH-kappa estimates from M L > 3:5 events. Therefore, using absolute values of displacement-kappa derived from the small magnitude data recorded at stations SND and TRO will likely overestimate the true AH-kappa values of large earthquakes.
Overall, we conclude that near-site properties contribute to kappa values at a given station, but the scatter in these values results from a strong source-side contribution.
Data and Resources
Earthquake catalog data and seismograms were obtained by personal communication with members from the ANZA seismic network team (http://eqinfo.ucsd.edu/deployments/ anza/index.php, last accessed April 2010). Further information about the ANZA network operated by the Scripps Institution of Oceanography can be found at http:// eqinfo.ucsd.edu. The Antelope Real-Time System (ARTS) database extensions (http://www.brtt.com, last accessed April 2010) were used to process the data, and the software MATLAB (http://www.mathworks.com, last accessed April 2010) was used for computations, numerical analyses, and generating Figures 2-6. Figure 1 was made using the Generic Mapping Tools (www.soest.hawaii.edu/gmt; Wessel and Smith, 1998) .
